








Let’s set sail



counterskills
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Postliterate mind

TL;DR



Text-grazing

It’s hard to READ FOR COMPREHENSION

when your reading habits are:

F-shaped







At sea about reading



reading submarines
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Lazy processing



Titanic optimism



At the helm



1. Visualize
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Reading submarines
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2. thin vs THICK questions



3. Explain

Inference

Generalisation

Cause-effect

Prediction

Similarity/ difference



Question stems

What conclusion can you draw…?

What impression do you get …?

What may happen next?

Why did/ does X decide…?

What do X and Y have in common?

Which part of the text justifies this conclusion?

What could the moral of the story be?



4. Unbundling



Types of questions







Be like Erasmus





5.Smuggle conclusions



Smuggle conclusions



Smuggle conclusions



Cause and effect

from havefunteaching.com



Cause and effect



Smuggle conclusions

One night four college students were out partying 
late night and didn’t study for the test which was 
scheduled for the next day. In the morning, they 
thought of a plan.
They made themselves look dirty with grease and 
dirt.
Then they went to the Dean and said they had gone 
out to a wedding last night and on their way back 
the tire of their car burst and they had to push the 
car all the way back. So they were in no condition to 
take the test.



Smuggle conclusions

The Dean thought for a minute and said they can have the re-test after 3 

days. They thanked him and said they will be ready by that time. On the 

third day, they appeared before the Dean. The Dean said that as this was 

a Special Condition Test, all four were required to sit in separate 

classrooms for the test. They all agreed as they had prepared well in the 

last 3 days. The Test consisted of only 2 questions with the total of 100 

Points:

1) Your Name? __________ (1 Points)

2) Which tire burst? __________ (99 Points)

Options – (a) Front Left (b) Front Right (c) Back Left (d) Back Right





6. Navigation tools



Three lives of a reader ... 

INFORMATION 

ENTERTAINMENT

REFLECTION






